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ftentimes, it feels like I am dancing
an awkward foxtrot with the ‘Black
middle class’1. An uncoordinated
yet well-intentioned step-back,
step-back and side-step on the
skulls of our ancestors. Oftentimes,
I am not aware of the rules and regulations that police
Black rage. Every other year I find myself pussy-to-the
pavement, confused and with my forehead resting
on my palms in disappointment. Shackville at the
University of Cape Town (UCT) in 2016? Pussy to
the pavement. Achille Mbembe (Mbembe, 2016;
Kamaldien, 2016) comparing student protests to
Boko Haram? Pussy to the pavement. A prominent
feminist scholar instructing us to halt a disruption
of an anti-poor “decolonial feminist” conference
organised by White women at Wits University? Pussy
to the pavement. Since the fire at the University
of Cape Town African Studies Library, I found
myself experiencing divergent emotions from the
Black middle class grief expressed on social media,
mainstream media and elsewhere over the “lost
archive”. It would be tyrannical of me to insist that
any political community will experience the same
affect about any political moment. However, amidst
the collective grief, I find myself isolated on the
margins at the funeral of the UCT archive.
This particular moment has forced me to ask
questions about my relationship with Black decolonial
scholarship in South Africa. Questions like, do I feel
at home and valued in this community? Will my
involvement in this community be characterised
by periodic disappointment(s)? Have I assumed
community with decolonial scholars based on
ideological proximity? As an individual who has been
characterised as a disruptive student protester, is
this sense of a community reciprocated? Is there
even a community? Even more depressingly, is
Black scholarship also predicated on rank, degrees,
professorship and publication hierarchies much like
the White academy it seeks to dismantle?
I want to blame the anxiety I feel as I write this paper
on my imposter syndrome. However, I know my anxiety
speaks to a broader structure of ranking that exists in
the Black academy.
Upon some anxious self-reflection, I have considered
many truths to exist. First, I have considered that grief
is a complicated emotion. It is disruptive, disorganised
and confusing. Secondly, I have considered that
Black people’s anger over the gatekept colonised
archive can coexist with the grief of the burnt
archive. Thirdly, I have considered that my lack of
grief can be attributed to my little understanding of
the function of the archive in an Africa whose history
lies tethered in the post-colonial embers. Lastly, I

am willing to concede that this moment could be
a personal realisation that decolonial scholarship
does not resonate with my work anymore. In this
case, this paper is an awkward exercise and an
unfair involvement of a community into my personal
ideological crisis. While it is true that my scholarship
and how I hold Black pain has evolved since Fees
Must Fall, I have been in conversation with a few
Black feminists and other people on social media
who were also perplexed over the Black middle class
response to the archives.
For example, Siphokuhle Mathe (2021) opines on
Facebook:
“People think those who are indifferent to the
burning of the building do not care for knowledge,
when in fact it is about the marginalization of
certain knowledges. The contradictions of having
an African Studies library in Africa and needing
that “African” as a qualifier; the meaning of an
ivory tower as a safekeeper as if anthropologised
subjects is not criminal enough. It is about the prison
complex...if the fire is the thing through which these
things are enunciated, taken out of the shadowsthen, well...that is its role.”
Mathe’s intervention encapsulates many of the
controversies associated with African Studies Library.
He also captures some of the reasons why I am so
disappointed with the public grief. Like Mathe, I
do not take for granted that those archives were
at UCT and, most fundamentally, I am critical of
the archives existing at UCT. The existence of the
archives leads me to various questions like: who wrote
those archives? If the answer is White anthropologists or colonial bureaucrats, then I want to have a
new conversation about the spiritual and academic
ramifications of us as decolonial descendants
accessing our ancestors’ stories through the eyes
of colonisers. Moreover, I want to know whether
those anthropologists had consent to document
our ancestors’ stories? Another question: if those
archives were written by African scholars who were
historicising and documenting African knowledges
(so we as their descendants can have a frame of
references outside of the white canon), then is the
imprisonment of those archives at UCT another form
of violence? Taking into consideration the nature of
the African archive, would those ancestors be happy
with that knowledge sterilised and hidden away from
our communities? Moving forward, I propose that the
fire at UCT opens a discussion on anthropologised
ancestry, ancestral consent and decolonisation of
the archive to be discussed.

1 I use the term middle class aware that the concept of a Black middle class under white supremacist capital is an illusion. I refer to the Black people who have had the education privilege and who occupy spaces of power in university and outside of the university.
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DECOLONISING THE ARCHIVE
Even though I am critical of the colonial archive,
there is no doubt that various African scholars have
made great impact in digging through the archive
and emerging with knowledge that has pushed us
forward. There is no productive work in dismissing
intellectual offerings of other Black people. However,
there is great value in acknowledging the importance
of the work and asking difficult questions that enable
us to move past our present achievements.
Many decolonial scholars have argued that we must
engage the archive with caution. They argue the need
for archivist and decolonial scholars to look through
the archive to uncover evidence of colonial bias and
take steps to remedy it (Bennet, 2020). Moreover,
when it comes to the archive, “mining for nuggets of
fact” has always been a fraught, even a fiction-making
process. As archive studies now show, “fact” has
always been shaped by discursive structures, and
its representation mediated by political interests”
(Christiansë, 2009:02). Taking into consideration
that the archive is highly contested, it was curious
to me which part of the archive people were grieving
on social media.

The archives are
multifaceted and a dynamic
inheritance from the
ancestors that can be found
in all spheres of life.
Nevertheless, the controversy around the archive
has not deterred decolonial scholars from diving
into it and excavating the stories of our ancestors.
Yvette Christiansë (2009) does a beautiful dance
that exposes colonial bias in the archive while
honouring the powerful stories that lay beneath
the violence. Upon coming across the story of an
enslaved ancestor named Sila while going through
the Cape Town Archive, Christiansë asks us to think
critically about the representation of our ancestors
in colonial bureaucratic documents. Moreover,
she urges us to listen to the silences, blank pages
and to question even the words attributed to our
ancestors in these artefacts. She is even critical of
the clinical, chronological and outdated way the
archive is organised in government institutions today
(Christiansë, 2009).

Christiansë’s illumination and compassionate reading
of Sila’s life is commendable. Unfortunately, Sila is
presented in the archive as a wild, rebellious and
evil enslaved woman who killed her young child and
consequently caused trouble to the British colonial
judicial system. Murderous Silla, slits her little boy’s
neck open out of the blue and thereby inconveniences
her slave owner by robbing them of their rightful
property. Like Toni Morrison (1987) in Beloved,
Christiansë rehumanises Sila, reads compassion and
understanding of Sila’s in the beautiful way Black
women scholars powerfully disrupt coloniality. She
elaborates (2009:02),
Yet in the end, the archive may be all that we have.
Moreover, for those who were part of the vast body
of “nobodies” in the service of “somebodies,” it may
be the only scene of possible appearance. In these
circumstances, one must learn how to listen to
echoes of subjects for whom one might not have
an adequate language; one must also learn how to
discern what they might have been trying to say
within the statements attributed to them (but that
could very well represent the redactions of colonial
officials — notaries, court reporters)
The erasure and misrepresentation of Black women
is not new. Even Black women who have written
about their experiences during slavery were dismissed
as unreliable documentation of slavery. To further
elaborate:
the experiences of black women autobiographers
such as Phillis Wheatley, Dorothy West, Gwendolyn
Bennett, Jessie Fauset, Octavia Butler, Zora Neale
Hurston, Ellen Kuzwayo, Maya Angelou, Assata
Shakur, Audre Lorde and others have been put into
doubt. Enslaved women who went on to write their
memoirs about their experiences were also read as
unreliable by those occupying societally normative
identities...some of us had to overcome our fear of
rendering ourselves visible, but we recognise that
our fear was also rooted in the history of denial,
silencing, and derogation of black experiences”
(Khonou et al, 2019).
Therefore, the act of writing is in itself resistance.
Moreover, to venture into the archive like Christiansë
(2009) is brave and disrupts the colonial archival
obsession with presenting “history” as fact and
objective. This is the radical work of disrupting the
geopolitics of knowledge, uncover epistemic violence,
illuminating the epistemic silences that affirm the
epistemic rights of racially devalued communities
(Mignolo, 2009:4).
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However, I am clear that when we invoke the archive
a) we invoke our ancestors b) we as Africans belong
to a spiritual reality regarding ancestry that predates
colonialism c) this means that our academic work
cannot dismiss ancestors as the living entities.

ANTHROPOLIGISED ANCESTRY
As African writers, we are accountable to those who
came before us (our ancestors) and those who come
after us (our children and grandchildren). We are
physical, emotional, intellectual and, most importantly,
spiritual beings.
To be decolonial is to reject the spiritual poverty
of whiteness (expressed through dogmatic colonial
Christianity) and to accept that Africa has its own
spiritual landscape outside of coloniality. Before
White people interrupted our history, we had our
own spiritualities and relationship to the Divine.
When I was a staunch atheist, my rejection of a
God was the rejection of a violent Christian God
passed down to me via colonial violence. As I have
integrated African spirituality, I understand that I am
in constant community with the physical world and
the multiple spiritual universes where our ancestors
find their after-life expression. As an African writer,
I understand that time is not linear, my ancestors
are not dead beings so my engagement with the
archive is not a melancholic passive consumption of
history. The archives are multifaceted and a dynamic
inheritance from the ancestors that can be found in
all spheres of life.
For me, the archive is alive, growing and it moves in
the communities we belong to. Although seemingly
insignificant, my views about the archives allow me to
read Sila’s archive in a different way. In her instance, I
remain in perpetual awe of the powerful presence of
Sila’s spirit today. More than that, I understand that
Sila herself was a bodily archive and an expression
of a multitude of genetic and spiritual wealth. As
an archive, I understand that when Sila died, her
children who survived her most probably had children
and those children had children. I mean, this is how
many of us as descendants of enslaved people have
come to being. Therefore, I believe Sila’s genealogy
and genetic archive is alive in people living today.
Taking this into consideration, I vehemently disagree
that, “to claim that she is present in the moment
that one accesses documents in the archive would
be to create fiction that, in fact, makes a lie of her
single and irrefutably other reality. Spivak’s caution
against imbuing the written word with the aura of
absent presence is a salutary reminder of the risk of
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wanting to rewrite history, not only nostalgically but
also sentimentally (Spivak 1999:321). We cannot
“recover” Sila (or Hester). What remains is that which
was and still is in excess of the law and, indeed, in
excess of her” (Christiansë, 2009:10).
While I respect Christiansë and Spivak’s caution
against fabulations and sentimentality, to insist that
Sila is dead is to imprison her within the confines of
how whiteness understands life. What I mean to say,
coloniality understands life as a single independent
journey in the physical world that ends when the
physical body dies. As African scholars working on
the archive, it would enrich our work to be intentional
about epistemic erasure and not forget to include
spiritual violence and erasure of our ancestors.
You see, this has been the danger of the colonial
archive, it locks our ancestors in a violent stagnant
colonial past (as though time is linear). Therefore,
this means that not only do we access our ancestors
through colonial documents, our textual encounter
of them is when they experience dehumanisation or
criminalisation. Anthropologised ancestries, if you
will. What, we must ask ourselves, does it mean to
access our ancestry constantly through the eyes of
whiteness and at their lowest points in their physical
journey? How does this affect us psychologically
and spiritually as their descendants? I am speaking
to Black people here. It is useless to acknowledge
ancestors and to perform their rites in our ancestral
homes yet our writing is devoid of this experience.
This means we live unintegrated lives where African
spirituality can never enter the decolonial discourse.
Under decolonial scholarship, there is no need to
fall into the trap of colonial scholarship that is
anti-spiritual or that dismisses the interconnectedness
of the physical realm and the realm of our ancestors.
This leads me to the question, what would our
engagement of the archive look like if we took African
spirituality seriously? For example, what if Christiansë
went to a sangoma and tracked the descendants of
Sila in Plettenberg Bay? On the surface, yes there is a
possibility of finding them and enriching Sila’s archive.
We may know her legacy and her descendants who
might share more about her life. Suddenly, we
encounter Sila from another vantage point other
than dehumanising documents. Dream with me here
... Suddenly we get a sense of how her nose looked
...her temper ... the values she instilled in her children
and so on. The possibilities are endless.
Yet, on a deeper level, does the prospect of us
uncovering the lives of those buried in the archive
change dramatically when we realise that their
descendants walk among us?
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Does our responsibility and care in how we tell their
story change? Even more sobering, does the idea that
the people we write about are powerful entities that
exist among us not raise serious questions? If we as
Africans believe that our ancestors are not dead,
then does the fact that we (the Black minority with
access to these ivory towers) do not advocate for the
return of these archives to the community not further
propagate violence? How are we so comfortable that
these artifacts exist in these institutions?
As strongly as I believe Sila still exists, I also believe
that how we have orientated ourselves within
archives is with the same White violence we speak
out against. Arrogant and entitled. When we consider
that our ancestors and the archive is a communal and
life-generating organism, we understand that those
stories are not for our plucking.

who sought to produce indigenous knowledge at
the height of coloniality is also ancestral violence.
As a decolonial thinker, I hope that my writing bears
witness to the Black condition and can inform my
grandchildren about our current pain and victories.
This is not narcissism but my understanding is that
I am accountable to my ancestors and my children
and, therefore, I have the responsibility to choose
life, intergenerational healing and to represent my
work with integrity. Can you imagine, if an institution
that systematically excludes my lineage imprisoned
my life work in their colonial dark vaults? Witchcraft.

We are dealing with living beings and, before we even
debate about the archive, we must consider whether
the ancestor wants the story to be told.

Lastly, taking into consideration that approximately
5% of South African youth attend UCT (even smaller
percentage is Black youth), UCT is an extremely elite
and exclusive institution. This means that only a small
number of Black people had access to the archives.
The archives were imprisoned and not serving the
counter hegemonic canon of knowledge to the
colonial archive. In this case, then, we must consider
the political and spiritual significance of a fire.

ANCESTRAL CONSENT

ON THE FIRE(S) NEXT TIME…

Early this year, I was introduced to the term ancestral
consent by an African American sister presenting at
Berkeley University. Ancestral consent is the belief
that (because our ancestors are living entities in the
spiritual realm) we need consent about which stories
to tell. You cannot just tell your ancestors’ story as if
you have ownership to their life and journey when
there may be parts of their lives that require privacy.
Our ancestors’ lives and stories require the very
same deep care, sensitivity and respect we would
require from our grandchildren when they write about
this current historical moment. Therefore, if those
archives at UCT were written by colonial anthropologists, I doubt that those archives existed with the
consent of our ancestors. They were merely stolen
and distorted colonial recounts of our ancestors. If we
understand our collusion in White violence, then we
might understand that accessing and using archives
that were obtained through violence dishonours our
ancestors and reinforces that violence.

I am not romantic about fires. In fact, having grown up
in a township, I have seen many body bags carrying
the light remains of loved ones and neighbours whose
lives were claimed by shack fires. On the contrary, I
have a great fear of fire. I respect fire. Even though
I understand that fire can represent a cleansing and
a preparation of something new, I maintain that the
fire at UCT is a result of our ancestors’ pain and
frustration. Mathe (2021) suggests that this fire
“enunciates” the colonial violence associated with
the archive. To add to Mathe, I am also convinced
that the violent combination of our ancestors’
bones buried in mass graves under the law faculty
at UCT and their stories imprisoned in that library
created a combustion. For me, the grief about the
fire enunciated the “Black middle class” investment
in whiteness and coloniality.

I am open to the idea that some of those archives
were obtained in collaboration with our ancestors
or even documented by our ancestors. Many
people on social media were distraught because
some indigenous and irreplaceable archives burned
in the fire at UCT. For example, the first isiXhosa
dictionary was apparently housed at the library and,
undoubtedly, the destruction of this archive is tragic.
Again context is important: the violent kidnapping of
indigenous archives put together by our ancestors

The archives were
imprisoned and not serving
the counter hegemonic
canon of knowledge to the
colonial archive.
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I believe that underneath
the ashes of that fire, exist
many more fires waiting to
erupt.
Furthermore, that collectively we think that
decolonisation must skip the artefacts within
coloniality we stubbornly hold on to. We are okay
to celebrate the burning of Rhodes’s monument
above UCT but once the fire touches our beloved
archives? Decolonial tears and nostalgia everywhere.
We must remain truthful. When we constantly disrupt
the decolonial process in order to collaborate with
whiteness and maintain Black elitism, then more
fires will erupt. How can we continue to lecture a
decolonial scholarship on top of the skulls of our
ancestors buried under these universities? More
fires will erupt.
As our ancestors’ grandchildren, we have not been
accountable to them and we leave our children with
the work we are supposed to be doing. We refuse to
excavate our ancestors from these mass graves and
these libraries so that they become a life-generating
archive and a legacy for our children. I believe that
underneath the ashes of that fire, exist many more
fires waiting to erupt. Remember, our ancestors are
not dead but living entities.
In conclusion, UCT remains a white supremacist
neo-liberal capitalist pipeline where the miniscule
amount of Black people present are taught to
have a disdain for anything “African”. If indigenous
knowledges were valued, then “African” would not
need be a qualifier for any library in Africa. It would
simply be another library.
However, the “African” betrays that the archive
existed as an othered archive in an othered space.
And as an othered archive in a racist institution, only
a few within the few would have understood the
true value of those artifacts. Perhaps the real grief
beneath the performative grief is: as Black people
who pronounce to defend decolonial knowledge,
we have been too complacent and implicated with
the imprisonment of our ancestors’ journeys and
intellectual labour while our communities battle with
violence and colonial miseducation. When we identify
the shame without judgement, we can ask the difficult
question: How can we meaningfully decolonise and
release our ancestors’ archives from captivity so that
our ancestors are accessible and life-generating in
our townships and villages?
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